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ABSTRACT: Between 1753 and 1914, kites were used as scientific objects in different
branches of physics. First, as experimental instruments in electrical experiments. Then,
still in the 1750s, we find theoretical models of the flight of kites. In the late 19th
century, sophisticated technological kites were also used for aerological measurement.
Finally, at the turn of the past century, kites served early aeronautical researchers as
scale models of wings. In all cases, there was a rise and a fall: kites were reasonably
successful in all these roles, but they could not produce interesting enough results to
stand the competition of more efficient alternatives.
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1. Introduction: Kites as unsuccesful scientific objects
According to the Dictionarium Anglo-Britannicum, in Old English the word kite
referred to “a bird of prey” (of the genus Milvus). Only in the 1660s, we find it naming
a toy that hovered in the air like kites did. Probably, most of us are today more familiar
with the toy than with the bird. At least, in the current version of the Oxford English
Dictionary, we find kite initially defined as “a toy consisting of a light frame with thin
material stretched over it, flown in the wind at the end of a long string”. But, in between
1753 and 1914, the word kite discontinuously also referred to various kinds of scientific
objects, all now gone. In this paper, we will briefly present these scientific kites, tracing
the causes of their rise and fall.
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Before science, kites were already loaded with multiple meanings. Its origins are
apparently in ancient China, where it was used for religious and ritual purposes.1 In
Japan, it featured in a competitive game played between different social groups.2 In
Oceania, kites became a fishing tool3. Between the 15th and 17th centuries, already in
Europe, we find kites in books on natural magic and alchemy as well as in several
treatises on war machines.4 But it was as toys that kites achieved their greatest success.5
And yet, during 160 years, kites also played various roles in science, nowadays
mostly forgotten. As we are going to see, kites briefly featured in the History of various
branches of physics in at least four categories. In 1753, they became part of Benjamin
Franklin’s experimental setup to prove the electrical nature of lightning, attaining
briefly the consideration of scientific instruments. Soon afterwards Johan Albert Euler
developed a theoretical model of flying kites rational mechanics. In the late 19th
century, several engineers developed innovative designs of kites in order to use them in
the elevation of meteorographs to the higher layers of the atmosphere, making them
auxiliary tools in meteorological measurement. By the 1890s, with the origins of
aviation, kites became scale models of gliders’ wings, successfully contributing to the
tests that led the Wright Brothers to make their airplane prototype fly.
The interesting historical fact is that kites never became successful scientific
objects in any of these capacities. Defining scientific success might be controversial, but
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for the sake of the argument, we may simply say that kites never became an established
item in a Kuhnian paradigm, a standard illustration of the application of a given theory,
be it conceptual, instrumental, etc. Yet, kites did not become successful scientific
objects for the errors they generated, but rather for lack of epistemic productivity, in
Daston’s sense:6 the scientific results that kites delivered were modest and in all cases it
was soon discovered that they could be attained more efficiently by alternative means.
In our view, it is interesting to explore kites as an unsuccessful scientific object not in
the usual sense of one that was proven erroneous or incorrect, but rather one that could
not stand the test of scientific competition. However, even after their scientific
productivity was exhausted, their success in grasping the attention of the public kept
them within the boundaries of science for a few more decades.
We will present our case in chronological order. In section 2 we will introduce
electrical kites, the experimental setup with which Franklin and Romas established the
electrical nature of lightning, and the theoretical model developed by Euler in order to
improve the flight of electrical kites. In both cases, the scientific career of kites unfolds
in two stages, going from scientific treatises to recreational science texts, where they
remained for the longer part of their career till the end of the 19th century. In section 3,
we will study how new models of kites were designed according to scientific principles
in order to serve the need of the emerging discipline of aerology by the 1850s. In
section 4, we will study the role that kites played as scale models of wings at the
beginning of aeronautical research. We will close with a brief reflection on how the
study of this unsuccesful scientific object might increase our trust in scientific research.
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2. Electrical Kites
For most readers of this paper, Franklin’s lightning experiment will be the only
known instance of a scientific use of kites. This is perhaps evidence for our main claim
in this section: the public fascination with Franklin’s experimental setup fueled the
scientific career of kites. Let us briefly recall it.
In a letter dated on October 19th, 1752 and published the following year in the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society,7 Franklin declares that he had flown a
kite in a storm with a pointed wire on top. At the end of the string, he tied a silk ribbon
and key. The wire drew the “electric fire” from the thunder-clouds and conducted it
through the wet string to the key, where the experimenter noticed it when approaching
“a knuckle”. With the electrified key, Franklin was able to perform “all the other
electric experiments” (for instance, charging a Leiden jar, a proto-capacitor), showing
the “sameness of the electric matter with that of lightning”. This experimental setup was
soon referred to as an electrical kite.
Franklin’s kite experiment is a variation on his previous sentry box set up, in
which the iron rod had been placed on top a high tower. This latter experiment had been
successfully conducted by Thomas-François Dalibard in the French city of Marly on
May 10, 1752 –and communicated to the Académie des Sciences three days later. The
electrical nature of lighting was therefore already established. The spread of lightning
rods all over Europe during the following decades8 would just confirm it many more
times. Other experimental physicists, such as Ebenezer Kinnersley and John Lining in
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America9 or Pieter van Musschenbroek10 in Europe soon replicated Franklin’s
experiment obtaining the same conclusions. In other words, the electrical kite was not a
particularly productive experimental setting. However, despite his many achievements,
the kite experiment is still today part of Franklin’s public image, as the following set of
illustrations attest (see Fig. 1).
(Fig.1 here)
Franklin was apparently not the only one to think of this particular experimental
setup: a certain Jacques de Romas (1713-1766) claimed to have successfully used it in
Nerac (France) on May 14 1753. Although Romas’ priority claim was apparently
ungrounded,11 he also contributed to popularize the use of kites in Europe, generating its
own iconography as well.
Electrical kites constituted thus a sticky icon.12 Its popularity was also probably
boosted by the various public shows in which Romas replicated his experiment that
same year. He even added a gory touch: instead of a key, he tied pigeons and dogs to the
end of the string (Fig. 2) and their death proved the electrical nature of lightning –
something van Musschenbroek had already tried.13 Further public replications in
America and Europe14 drew on the same combination of entertainment and spectacle, so
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characteristic of 18th century science: as Franklin himself put it,15 amateur
experimentalists excited lay curiosity with their demonstrations, even if they sometimes
had to bear their unexpected consequences. In 1759 Romas organized yet another
replication in Bordeaux, storing the kite in a nearby café while the storm arrived: it
came too quickly and a lightning stroke the café before Romas could even start. The
owner blamed it on Roma’s setup and destroyed it.16
(Fig.2 here)
In 1753, only a year after the first flight of an electrical kite, the main scientific
conclusion of the experiment was conclusively established. However, replications were
quickly becoming a public show that explains why electrical kites still enjoyed several
decades of attention in physics. At their scientific best, during the second half of the 18th
century, these kites played two different roles: we find a theoretical model of the flight
of kites in rational mechanics, on the one hand; and, on the other hand, they feature as
scientific instruments in treatises on electricity. On both accounts, as we are going to
see, kites lacked productivity: once established the electrical nature of lightning, they
yielded no further interesting result. Yet, in both cases, they outlived their lack of
productivity, shifting from scholarly texts to popular science outlets in the 19th century.
In our view, this is evidence of how popular attention drove the scientific career of
kites: once the public lost interest in them, by then end of the century, kites vanished
from physics. Let us quickly review this career.
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In 1758, five years after Franklin’s and Romas’ experiments, Johann Albert
Euler (1734-1800) publishes a report on the flight of kites in the transactions of the
Académie Royale des Sciences et Belles Lettres of Berlin. The contribution of Euler le
fils belongs in the study of hydraulic machines undertook by rational mechanists
throughout the 18th century. Leonard Euler published several memoires on the topic in
the same outlet between 1752 and 1756, in parallel to his theoretical work on fluid
mechanics. His son published three, the second of which was on Des Cerf-volans.17
These works on hydraulic machines usually follow a similar template. The problem is
stated in the introduction; then a geometrical model of the machine under study is
presented. The laws of mechanics are applied to this machine, using a physical model of
the fluid where they operate. These reports close with a collection of practical problems,
discussed and solved in an algebraic fashion, often with numerical examples and rules
for improving the design of the machine.
For Johan Albert Euler, Romas’ experiments transformed kites into objects
worth of scientific consideration:
Since, so far, kites have only served as toys for kids, the research I undertake
here will seem not worthy of Geometry [...] But if we agree that children's games
should not stop the inquiries of a geometer, I hope nobody will object that I have
considered [kites], after the famous Mr. Romas so succesfully used one such kite
in his electrical experiments; dignifying this toy, he has introduced it into
physics18
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Euler would address a practical problem raised by the experiment: how to make
kites reach the highest possible altitude in order to reach storm clouds. He proceeds to
transform kites into a geometrical object whose physical behavior is explained by the
action of a set of forces: the wind, the weight and the tension of the string. From a
mechanical standpoint, kites became akin to the sails of windmills studied by Leonard
Euler19. Johan Albert constructs then different models of the impact of the wind on the
kite, and then puts forward several calculations of the height a kite may reach depending
on its size and wind speed.
However, kites did not have any theoretical posterity in physics after Johan
Albert Euler: with the sole (but not significant exception) of the works of the Spanish
enlightened seaman Jorge Juan y Santacilia (1713-1778),20 we have been unable to trace
another physical model of kite flying in the subsequent decades. Kites were at the
frontier of several disciplines within physics, and it was not clear who could benefit
from investigating them. Euler’s analysis bridged the growing gap between
experimental physics and practical mechanics:21 the former studied general physical
principles on experimental grounds; the latter constructed mathematical models of
practical problems. However, as we will shortly see, experimental physicists benefitted
little from Euler’s model in the replication of Franklin’s experiment. And in practical
mechanics no interesting result was derived from the analysis of kites: they were simply
unproductive.
Cerf – Volant dans ses Expériences électriques, & qu’annoblissant ainsi ce jouët il l´a introduit dans la
Physique” (Euler, Des Cerfs-volans [cit. note 17], p. 322).
19
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Yet, the public taste for kites gave them an extra life as a tool for illustrating
theoretical principles. They were embedded first in general reference works and then in
popular science texts. Already in L´Encyclopédie,22 the flight of a kite illustrates how to
decompose the different forces involved, according to Euler’s analysis. We find similar
illustrations, for instance, in the Lectures on Natural Philosophy and Mechanical Arts
(1807) by the British physician and physicist Thomas Young (1773-1829) and in the
Physikalisches Wörterbuch.23 Gradually, as the scientific interest of electrical kites
faded, they migrated from these scholarly outlets to works aimed at general audiences:
in the 1778 edition of Jacques Ozanam’s Récréations mathématiques et physiques,
revised by Jean-Étienne Montucla (1725-1799), we find an accessible version of Euler’s
analysis of the flight of kites. In the 19th century, we find the theory of flying kites in
popular science textbooks such as John Ayrton Paris’ Philosophy in Sport (1853), where
Euler’s approach gives way to standard applied physics. By the end of the century
though, kites disappear even from these latter genre –e.g., Tissandier,24 Good. As we
will see in section 4, the popularity of kites as flying toys was decaying with the rise of
aviation and they were not any more valuable as accessible illustrations.
The career of kites as theoretical objects of physics owed thus everything to
Franklin’s experiment, the real focus of public attention throughout the 18th and 19th
century. It was this public success, we think, what gave electrical kites the temporary
status of scientific instruments, as we read in L’Encyclopédie:
Kite (Mechanics and Physics): we name as such a figure made of paper and
wicker, that earlier served only as a toy for kids. They attached a string by means
22
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of which they flew it up in the air, when the wind was strong enough. But
modern physicists have used it for attracting the electric fire from the clouds, so
that the toy became in their hands an instrument of physics. This is why we
discuss it here.25
Although rarely, we still find other discussions of electrical kites discussed as
scientific instruments in specialized 18th century monographs, such as, for instance,
Tiberius Cavallo’s A Complete Treatise on Electricity (1782). Cavallo, an experimental
physicist born in Italy and established in UK, became a real fan of electrical kites and
discusses at length different variations on the basic setting, adding more iron pieces to
the kite, using electrometer and, more decisively, insulating the string in order to make
the whole device safe. The many conclusions that Cavallo drew from his numerous
experiments are now justly forgotten: e.g., “The air appears to be electrified at all times;
its Electricity is constantly positive, and much stronger in frosty, than in warm weather;
but it is by no means less in the night than in the day-time.”26 However, Cavallo’s
attempts show that electrical kites lacked not only theoretical, but experimental
productivity.
By the end of the 18th century, we find the first analytic laws about electricity
and experimental devices aimed at the precise quantification of electrical phenomena.27
If anyone had ever considered necessary to replicate Franklin’s experiment, nobody else
did at this point. However, unlike Euler’s model, electrical kites survived as an
“CERF-VOLANT, (Méch. & Physiq.) on nomme ainsi une figure faite avec du papier & des osiers, qui
ne servoit autrefois que de jouet aux enfans; ils y attachoient une ficelle, au moyen de laquelle ils
l'élevoient en l'air, lorsque le vent étoit assez fort pour cela. Mais les physiciens modernes s'en sont servi
pour tirer le feu électrique des nuées, ensorte que ce jouet est devenu entre leurs mains un instrument de
physique ; & c'est par cette raison que nous en parlons ici” (L´Encyclopedie [cit. note 22]).
26
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27
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experimental setup in a number of scientific treatises.28 Most are just simple
restatements of the original experiment. But in the first decades of the 19th century they
gradually disappear from every textbook.
Just as it had happened with their theoretical counterparts, in the 19th century
electrical kites migrated from scientific treatises to the realm of recreational physics.
We find it, for instance, in the catalogue published by the English instrument
manufacturer John Cuthbertson (1743-1821), Practical Electricity and Galvanism
(1821), where the safety of the device for the amateur experimentalist is properly
highlighted. In the 1830s, the American Franklin Kite Club replicated for fun Franklin
experiments with different types of kites29. And we find traces of other recreational
replications till the end of the 19th century: the Swiss engineer Jean-Daniel Colladon
(1802-1893) reports some in the journal La Nature30 and the American meteorologist
Alexander McAdie (1863-1943) reproduced the experiment with modern measuring
devices in the Blue Hill Observatory in 1885. Again, as the public lost interest in kites,
they disappeared as well from recreational physics.
Be it as a theoretical model or in an experimental setup, kites lacked scientific
productivity, but in both cases they survived as recreational scientific objects for more
than a century after Franklin’s experiment31. We take this further career of kites as
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evidence that it was more their popularity than their actual scientific interest what gave
them a chance to briefly feature in the History of physics as either models or
instruments. As to the causes of this popularity we can only guess: Van Riet’s study of
kites in 19th century British and American literature32, for instance, documents at length
how they came to represent our aspirations at controlling nature, be they successful or
failed. E.g., in the short story Sim Vedder’s kite33 we find a very thin character (Sim
Vedder) who is able to safely fly kites bigger than himself in a raging storm, thanks to
the superiority of his designs: “didn't you ever hear of Dr. Franklin? We're doing just
what he did”, boasts Sim Vedder to his audience. As we will see in section 5, by the
turn of the 19th century other flying artifacts would replace kites as symbols of control
over nature.
3. Meteorological kites
But before we get to the origins of aviation, we should consider aerology, the
field in which kites had their second chance to enter a scientific paradigm, this time as
an elevator for a measurement device. Unlike electrical kites, the public plays here no
role, but the whole process is driven by technological competition between different
alternative tools. As we are going to see, this process transformed kites into a
technological object very different from a toy and they were actually used in
meteorological observatories in the first three decades of the 20th century. But despite
this transformation, kites lost the competition and were abandoned by meteorologists as
well.

32
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Quantitative meteorology emerged by the late 18th century with thermometers
and barometers accumulating data in networks of observatories established all over
Europe. Gradually, it was conjectured that the climate was not a local phenomenon and
could be predicted with a more global approach. In 1843, the invention of the telegraph
would allow the communication of meteorological data quickly enough to feed more
precise forecasts. In 1853 the first international conference on meteorology was hosted
in Brussels, leading to a growing coordination of national weather services
The necessity of taking atmospheric measurements at high enough altitude in
order to improve forecasts was soon perceived in these conferences. In 1896, an
International Commission for Scientific Aeronautics was established34. The goal was to
raise meteorographs to the higher layers of the atmosphere: these were instruments that
could measure simultaneously pressure, temperature, relative humidity and wind
direction. The data would allow meteorologists to draw synoptic charts where the
measurements at different heights would be recorded. The reliability of the
meteorograph depended thus on it being elevated steadily, without sudden rises or falls.
The obvious candidates to fly meteorographs aboard were kites and balloons.
Balloons had already been used as an elevator for scientific instruments by the end of
the 18th century35. Even if it was never used systematically as such, a few measurement
instruments were designed for this particular use.36 There is evidence as well of early
uses of kites for atmospheric measurements:37 in 1749, for instance, the Scottish
astronomer Alexander Wilson (1714-1786) recorded the temperature at different
34
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altitudes with a set of kites tied to a single string, a kite train.38 Balloons had certain
advantages: you did not depend on the wind to use them and their ascent and descent
was generally steady. But they were more expensive than kites.39
Hence, the measurement necessities of aerology created the incentives for
designers to build more reliable kites. Kites were so transformed into relatively complex
technological objects, different from the electrical toys of the previous century. On the
14th of September, 1847, for instance, the British astronomer William Radcliffe Birt
(1804-1881), flew a specially constructed kite at the Kew Observatory: it was fixed in
the air “by restraining it by means of three strings secured to the ground at the three
corners of a comparatively large equilateral triangle.”40 Several more designs were
tested,41 but the more successful kite designs were those of William A. Eddy (18501909) and Lawrence Hargrave (1850-1915).
Eddy was an American journalist with a lifelong passion for kites, that he used
for aerial photography.42 Eddy started rising cameras at high altitudes (1200-1800
meters) with trains of even 16 flat kites. But these latter required stabilizing tails, quite
prone to entanglements when the kites were mounted on a train. Eddy sought a tail-less
design and found it in a Javanese kite, which he improved and patented in 1900. He
stabilized the kite bending the horizontal stick in a dihedral angle (Fig. 3).
(Fig. 3 here)
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In 1894, Eddy offered his kite to the Blue Hill observatory in Milton
(Massachusetts USA), where they were mounted on trains that reached significantly
high altitudes: a 10 kite train reached 7127 meters on May 5, 1910.43
Although patented, Eddy’s kite was designed mostly by trial and error.
Hargrave, a British engineer established in Australia, designed his kite from scratch
inspired by the emerging field of aerodynamics. Interested in flying machines (about
which we will see more in the next section), Hargrave was inspired by Wenham’s 1866
idea that a configuration of two surfaces one above the other had more lifting power
than a single one.44 Hargrave built various types of kites to test it, of which the most
stable turned out to be a configuration of two rectangular cells.45 With further trials, he
discovered that a curved surface gave his kite an even stronger lift force.
Unlike Eddy, Hargrave did not patent his kite. He just published it in the
American Engineer in April 1895,46 allowing other meteorologists to improve on his
design, as many in fact did –for instance, Samuel A. Potter, Chales Frederick Marvin
and Charles H. Lamson.47
By the end of the 19th century, meteorological kites were widely used in
American and European observatories, mostly for measuring atmospheric pressure,
temperature and relative humidity –for measuring wind speed and direction, balloons
were preferred. The measuring device constitute by the meteorograph mounted on a
train of Hargrave kites was certainly not a toy.
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These kites were built on a wooden framework, bolstered with wires. The sail of
the lifting surface was made of very strong cotton cloth (Figure 4). These kites could
thus resist the strong wind of the high layers of the atmosphere.
(Fig. 4 here)
The operation of such devices required qualified staff and at many observatories
there was a master kiter in the payroll. Metereological kites remained in operation in
most American and European observatories for around three decades, from the late 19th
century until the 1930s.48 They had several well-known limitations: if the wind broke
the cable, apart from losing the instruments, the kite could become electrical and
dangerous if it landed on power lines;49 and the average altitude they reached was
usually between 3000 and 4000 meters.
Other technologies soon provided competing alternatives. First, radiosondes
mounted on balloons transmitted immediately the measurements even at higher
altitudes. The rise of aviation made airplanes a more reliable and effective measurement
base, despite their higher cost. Yet, by the 1930s meteorology could deliver predictions
socially so relevant (for aeronautical traffic, for instance) to be worth the cost. Hence,
kites disappeared as well from aerology, missing a second chance to become part (albeit
secondary) of a scientific paradigm. Unlike electrical kites though, nobody referred to
meteorological kites as scientific instruments. They played no epistemic role
themselves, but were just an auxiliary device for the actual measurement tool, with
competing alternatives (balloons) right from the beginning. The necessity to obtain
48
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reliable meteorological data drove this competition, transforming kites into a complex
technological object, far from the toy it was only a century before.
4. Aeronautical kites
The third chance for kites to become scientific objects appeared too at the turn of
the 20th century, with the beginning of aeronautical research. Boltzmann’s words
summarize the basic intuition of this approach: the dynamical principles sustaining a
flying machine:
[C]an also be exemplified by a well known toy –the kite. The same constitutes a
large, slightly vaulted, and–because of an adherent tail– slightly inclined plane.
If pulled quickly through the air on a twine, it ascends to a significant height.50
The physical analogy between kites and wings transformed kites into scale
models for aeronautical engineering. In Euler’s models, we had a mathematical
representation of kites from which we made inferences targeting actual kites. Now,
actual kites became physical models of actual wings: whatever worked in the former,
should work in the latter. This is an inference from a physical artifact (the kite) to
another physical artifact (the wing).51 Engineers, architects and all sort of artisans
traditionally tested this sort of inferences by trial and error.52 In the 18th century we find
the first traces of a more systematic procedure among engineers.53 The ship models of
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the British engineer William Froude (1810-1879) set a standard for these material
inferences, incorporating mathematical controls on the relevant variables, by which he
tried to anticipate the behavior of the target artifact once the model was scaled up.54
Between the second half of the 19th century and the beginnings of the 20th,
aeronautical researchers conducted two types of trials:55 direct trials were those in
which a full scale prototype of flying machine was tested; in indirect trials, the test was
on a scale model. After Froude, it was clear that some sort of law was necessary to
generalize from the scale model to the actual machine. But in aeronautical research no
such law was available till the second half of the 20th century. In order to verify the
results of the indirect trial, we needed a direct trial of the prototype.56 Using kites as
scale models of wings, the pioneers of aviation isolated several parameters of relevance
and tested their models with different values in order to learn how they could expect
their wings to behave in flight, before they tested their prototypes.57 This method of
variation of parameters was widely used in the early days of aeronautical research,
giving kites their third chance as a scientific object.
Interestingly enough, this very empirical approach to modeling allowed these
proto-aeronautical engineers to overcome the skepticism of physicists regarding flying
machines. Flying presented a complicated theoretical puzzle: finding out which shape
and size would make wings big enough to generate a high enough lifting force, with low
resistance to the air. George Cayley58 had already stated this problem at the beginning
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of the 19th century. In addition, there was the technological issue of designing an engine
light enough to propel the machine, generate the necessary lift and steer it in the air. By
1850, there was a good description of the behavior of viscous fluids, the equations of
Navier-Stokes, but it was also known that there was no analytical solution for a number
of problems, among which the study of wings.59
However, since the 1750s, engineers had been trying to approximate the values
of the variables controlling the behavior of machines propelled by fluids. In 1759, the
British engineer John Smeaton presented an equation to calculate the force exerted by
an air flow on the surface of a windmill blade, estimating the value of its parameter with
a number of trials. This value remained virtually unquestioned till the tests of the
Wright brothers in 1901.60 In 1871, another British engineer, Francis Herbert Wenham
built the first wind tunnel.61 His colleague Horatio F. Phillips62 used it to study whether
flat or curved surfaces generated a bigger lift. With experiments of this sort, the
engineers and the passionate amateurs organized in scientific societies (such as the
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, of which Wenham was a member) kept alive
aeronautical research, almost completely abandoned at regular Departments of
physics.63
Gliders were among the most researched flying machines during the 19th
century. In 1804, the aforementioned Cayley built a scale model of a glider explicitly
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inspired in a flat kite64 (Fig. 5.1). Again, among the many designs he produced, in 1818
we find another kite-inspired one:
A child's kite furnishes a good experiment on the balancing and steering of aerial
vehicles, with a smaller one put the reverse way as a rudder stuck on by thick
wire, so as to be set properly, and a weight to fasten to the middle stick till it will
sail from the top of a hill slanting to the bottom, with perfect steadiness, obeying
the rudder which should be turned a Little up, and oblique to either side the
steerage is required: the bow of the large kite should be bent up thus [Fig.5.2b]
by a bit of stick and a string. I have made surfaces of this kind carry down
weights as high as 80 or go [lbs.] with perfect steadiness and steerage to either
side at pleasure.65
Cayley ended up designing in 1852 the first aircraft in its modern sense:66 the
Governable Parachute (Fig.5.3), a glider to be launched from a balloon whose wings
could be steered for controlling altitude and pitch.
(Fig. 5 here)
Together with sails and bird and bat wings, kites became a constant source of
inspiration for aeronautical engineers. Laurence Hargrave, whose work we already
examined in the previous section, tested in 1897 his soaring kites, aimed at simulating
with their curved surfaces the wings of a bird. This curve, conjectured Hargrave,67
allowed birds to glide without flapping their wings. Kites became here a scale model of
an animal wing, and Hargrave varied systematically the shape, configuration and
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surface of the kite, as well as its weight, in order to find out which particular values
made it glide facing the wind, as birds did.68
Between 1866 and 1889, the German engineer Otto Lilienthal conducted a series
of trials with gliders showing the superior lifting power of curved wings. Following the
same inspiration than Hargrave, in September 1874 Lilienthal69 build a curved kite
imitating the wings of gliding seabirds. He controlled it with two strings in order to
show that gliding depended on the “skillful direction of wings”.
The French-American engineer Octave Chanute run his own series of trials with
kites, in collaboration with Augustus M. Herring. In 1895, Herring built and tested the
ladder kite, seeking a combination of surfaces that maximized equilibrium. Once found,
Chanute and Herring designed a glider with six sets of superimposed wings.70 Here we
have an analogical inference from the scale model to the prototype. Another instance
can be found in the curved kite with a tail stabilizer tested by Herring as a preliminary
step towards their biplane glider with a cruciform tail.71
The winners in this race for making a machine fly, the brothers Wilbur and
Orville Wright, drew on all these results in designing and implementing their own
control system for gliders. And again, in august 1899 they run an indirect test with a
biplane kite. This was basically a Hargrave cellular kite with curved surfaces, in which
the cells were not closed.72 They stabilized it instead with four controlling strings
operated from earth: pulling these strings, the Wright brothers generated a wing68
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warping in the kite. This technique allows the lateral control of the kite, that they
expected to reproduce in the glider’s wings.
Between 1900 and 1902, the Wright brothers tried different glider prototypes
making them fly as kites in order to test the control system and the lifting force of the
wing shape. This is how they found out that Lilienthal’s estimates of the lifting force of
a curved wing did not work in their own design,73 proceeding to new trials in a tunnel
wind74 that ended up in a new wing shape. In 1902, they successfully tried a glider
controlled on three different axes.75 For pitch control, the Wrights used an all-moving
elevator at the front of the aircraft. The roll control was provided by wing-warping. In
the 1901 trials, the Wrights identified the need for a rudder at the rear of the aircraft to
control yaw.76 At the suggestion of Chanute, the Wright brothers spent the following
year working in an engine.77 On September 17, 1903, the Wright brothers successfully
tried their Flyer I, a prototype of a self-propelled and controlled flying machine.
All in all, kites can take credit for this success, since they proved to be adequate
scale models for glider wings. Its adequacy though was only practically shown, since
from a purely theoretical perspective, the physics of these models was not well
understood. Yet, the success of the Wright brothers prompted scholars and engineers to
grasp what they did and in the first decade of the 20th century we find a number of
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theoretical models of wings78 that successfully contributed to the design of new
prototypes in the coming decades.79
In 1914, the American physicist Edgard Buckingham proved his Theorem-Π
which gave rise to dimensional analysis.80 According to Buckingham, every physical
system is defined by a number of independent variables. If we wanted to experimentally
test the dependence of one of these variables on the others, we would need a long series
of trials in which each potential dependence is explored, keeping the remaining
variables constant. Theorem-Π allows us to transform them into groups of
dimensionless variables, whose behavior we can anticipate on purely mathematical
grounds.
Hence, in less than two decades, the testing of scale models for wings was put
under theoretical control: a better understanding of the physical foundations of wings,
on the one hand, and a more solid grasp of the geometrical analogy between them and
their scale models, on the other, yielded a more efficient use of dimensional analysis to
control indirect trials in wind tunnels.81
Despite the efforts of late day enthusiasts, such as Alexander Graham Bell,82
kites quickly vanished from aeronautical research. Not for lack of success, as we just
have seen, but because they simply could not stand competition this time with more
theoretical approaches to scale model testing.
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Conclusion: The complementary science of kites
In Inventing Scientific Temperature (2004), Hasok Chang defends the thesis that
History and Philosophy of science (HPS) can be appraised as complementary science:
“Complementary science asks scientific questions that are excluded from current
specialist science”, claims Chang.83 In other words, HPS would study objects that were
abandoned by science, left aside by the successful paradigms, and see what they teach
us about our current knowledge. According to Chang, the study of forgotten scientific
phenomena (such as water not boiling above 100º, a real and well-documented
phenomenon in 19th century physics textbooks) would allow us to grasp the boundaries
of current scientific knowledge, enhancing our critical awareness of its limits.
The study of scientific kites from a HPS perspective would also allow us to
enhance our trust in science, since in all cases it seems as if science actually exhausted
their epistemic potential. Kites, let us recall it once more, did not lead to scientific error:
Franklin’s experiment was correctly replicated; kites delivered reliable aerological
observation and successful scale models of wings. Even in rational mechanics, Euler’s
models were as good as those of any other hydraulic machine. However, in every case,
kites lacked productivity:84 either they yielded no further results (as it was the case with
electrical kites) or they were soon replaced by more efficient alternatives (as in aerology
and aeronautical research). Hence, kites were not left aside by science with a reservoir
of epistemic potential yet to be exploited. Franklin’s experiments have been replicated
with different types of kites and instruments without further discoveries.85 Current fluid
mechanics can retrieve every insight contained in Euler’s models. Balloons and then
83
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airplanes provided convergent aerological measurements and we can now reanalyze the
flight of kites as wings from both a theoretical and experimental perspective.86 In sum,
scientists abandoned kites for good epistemic reasons.
However, science left an imprint on kites: their design, materials and
construction is in debt with 160 years of scientific tests (starting with the isolation of the
string in electrical kites to the implementation of curved shapes in aeronautical
research). We can see it still in the kites used now as sails in big tankers or in the
recreational models used in kite-surfing (Fig. 6).
(Fig. 6 here)

If nobody finds new epistemic potential in kites, they will remain the toys
documented in the Oxford English Dictionary. However, in the words of Gerard L’E
Turner,87 rather than simple toys, kites are now a scientific toy, although most of those
who enjoy them may never notice it.
Figures
Fig. 1. Some exemplary instances of Franklin’s kite experiment (1) Commemorative stamp of Franklin’s
250 anniversary (2) Silver dollar commemorating his 300th anniversary in 2006 (3) 1953 advertisement
of the Chase Brass and Copper Company Inc. (4) 1939 advertisement of the whiskey brand Haig & Haig
Five Star Pinch Scotch (5) Franklin themed beer jar (Source: author’s private collection).
Fig. 2. (1) Engraving of Romas’ experiment in Romas, Jacques de, Mémorire, sur les Moyens de se
Garantir de la Foudre dans les Maisons (Bordeaux, 1776). (2) Engraving of Romas’ electrical cart in
Brisson, Mathurin Jacques, Dictionnaire Raisonné de Physique (Paris: Thou, 1781-1800). (3) Engraving
of the French magazine La Nature (1877), describing Roma’s experiments. Girard, Maurice, “Les
Manieurs de Foudre,” La Nature, 1877, 191, 27 Janvier: 134-137.
Fig. 3. Eddy’s kite train in the Blue Hill observatory. Clayton, H. H., “The Eddy Malay Tailles Kite,”
Scientific American, 1894, September, 15: 169-170, 1894, p. 169.
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Fig. 4. (1) Hargrave’s kite in Rotch, Lawrence, Sounding the Ocean of Air (New York, E & J. B. Young
& Co, 1900), p.130. (2) Meteorological Marvin-Hargrave kite used by U.S. Weather Bureau (Source:
author’s private collection).

Fig. 5. Cayley’s gliders: (1) 1804. (2) 1818. (3) Governable Parachute (1852) in Gibbs-Smith, Sir
George Cayley (cit. note 63), pp.17, plate II, 85, 151.

Fig. 6. Kite-surfing in Punta Taloma, Tarifa (Spain), © Manuel González Olaechea y Franco
(http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/05/Kitesurfing.JPG).
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